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1.- Proyecto Biosfera; biology and geology

http://recursostic.educacion.es/ciencias/biosfera/web/profesor/unidades.htm

This website is in Spanish but it’s very complete because there are activities and very 
precise and summed up information. Contents are classified by their difficulty, from 
very easy to advanced.

2.- Interactive Sites for Education; biology, chemistry and geology

http://interactivesites.weebly.com/science.html

It’s in English. It contains interactive activities and PDFs with activities and 
explanations. Its level is relatively low.

3.- the Physics Classroom; physics

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/

It’s in English too and it contains multimedia, interactive activities, teacher toolkits and
some tests, reviews and practice.

4.-Didactalia; chemistry, physics, biology and geology

https://didactalia.net/comunidad/materialeducativo/recursos/

This website is in Spanish and in English and it contains lots of videos and some 
explanations.

5.- ICell; biology

http://icell.hudsonalpha.org/

Web-based tool gives 3-D view inside a cell. The difficulty is medium. 

It’s in English.
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6.-Sick Science; chemistry and physic

https://www.youtube.com/user/SteveSpanglerScience

This Youtube channel includes very interesting videos about science experiments. It’s 
in English too.

7.- BioInteractive; biology and geology

http://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive

It’s in English and It has videos, interactive activities, interesting information. Its 
difficulty is high.

8.- Utah Education Network; biology and chemistry

http://www.uen.org/core/science/studentactivities/biology.shtml

It’s in English. Only interactive activities. Its difficulty is medium.

9.- PHET Interactive Simulations; biology, chemistry, physics, maths

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/new

It’s in English. Only interactive activities and simulations. Its difficulty is high.

10.- Teacher Vision; geology

https://www.teachervision.com/tv/browse.php?
lowest_grade=112&highest_grade=112&term=240603000000&site=TV&tab=Grades&s
cn=312

It’s  in English. Mainly worksheets. Its difficulty is high.
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11.-FisQuiWeb; physics, chemestry

http://fisquiweb.es/

It's in Spanish. It consists of comprehensive website with notes of physics and 
chemistry laboratories and working materials of various aspects of the subject. Help 
section includes teaching units, applications or questionnaires to practice what they 
have learned. Its difficulty is medium.

12.-Quimitris; chemestry

http://www.quimitris.com/

It's in Spanish. Online game similar to Tetris to learn the periodic table. To review 
before playing, you can consult this interactive periodic table. Its difficulty is medium.

13.-Full Experiments; physics and chemistry

http://www.fullexperimentos.com

It's in Spanish. It's a website where practical experiments on scientific subjects at 
different levels of complexity are collected. 

14.-Química Web; chemistry

http://www.quimicaweb.net/

It's a spanish website dedicated to chemistry, in which tools, information, ICT 
resources, trivia, games or tests are collected. Its level of difficulty is easy.
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